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Abstract We present a new model for fast and efficient simulation of long-term concrete degradation 

due to alkali-silica reaction (ASR) and carbonation. The novel model provides an alternative coupling 10 

solution of reactive transport and multiphase multi-component flow by approximating the complex 

chemical reactions into a quickly calculating look-up table, which can further be integrated into a two-

phase multi-component transport model via source/sink terms. The complex dynamic interplay between 

chemistry and multi-phase transport are well addressed in this approach. A 1-D reactive transport 

benchmark is proposed by taking into account the two main chemical reactions which drive the concrete 15 

degradation: ASR and carbonation caused by transport of CO2 in a gas phase. We contrast three 

different sets of simulations to explore the pattern of competition between ASR and carbonation in the 
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long-term degradation of concrete. The numerical model derived from the look-up table approach is 

compared to a full reactive transport code to validate its accuracy and efficiency. It is shown that the 

look-up table approach and the full reactive transport code produce very similar results for degradation 20 

of concrete even for the case of competition between ASR and carbonation. However, in terms of 

performance, it is observed that the look-up table approach leads to a considerable reduction in 

calculation time. Future work will be focused on incorporating the proposed model with a geo-

mechanical model for multi-chemo-physics analysis of the concrete evolution. 

Keywords: concrete degradation, carbonation, ASR, multiphase reactive transport modelling, 25 

look-up table 

 

1 Introduction 

In the field of nuclear waste disposal research, the long-term stability and properties of cement-based 

materials is of great importance with the aim of ensuring safe disposal over very long time periods [1]. 30 

Cement-based materials have been used for several decades for the conditioning of specific waste types 

(e.g. [2]). The materials are also important components of the engineered barrier system of the planned 

deep geological repositories for low- and intermediate-level radioactive waste in Switzerland [3]. 

Therefore, characterizing the long-term evolution of such materials is a topic of great interest, and thus 

receives continuous attention by the scientific community (e.g. [1], [4], [5]). The spatial and temporal 35 

evolution of cementitious materials in a deep geological repository is influenced by several external and 
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internal processes involving chemical reactions and water/humidity transport, which are usually tightly 

coupled with each other [6,7].  

In the Swiss disposal concept, the use of cement-based materials shall provide a stable mechanical and a 

high pH chemical environment throughout the repository for a very long period. Highly alkaline 40 

conditions are favorable as the sorption of radionuclides is enhanced on cement phases in these 

conditions and further corrosion of metals and microbial degradation of organic wastes is decelerated. 

The two latter processes limit gas generation. The long-term chemical stability of cement materials is 

further of great importance because in the course of cement/concrete degradation, cement phases are 

successively dissolved which reduces the pH buffering capacity of cement paste and results in a 45 

continuous drop in pH with time (e.g. [7,8]). Once the chemical environment evolves to near-neutral 

conditions, gas production and water consumption in the repository could be considerably accelerated 

due to the significantly enhanced rates for metal corrosion and degradation of organic wastes in these 

conditions. 

In the Swiss concept, repositories for radioactive waste are foreseen to be built in tight clay rocks. Their 50 

low permeability limits exchange of gases, water and dissolved components between the repository and 

the host rock. Over time, considerable amount of gases will be produced in the repository due to the 

corrosion of metals and the degradation of organic waste materials. Gas production in combination with 

the very low permeability of the surrounding host rock is expected to allow for a very long period of 

partially water-saturated conditions in various parts of the repository [9]. Under such conditions, water 55 

transport and water availability in the repository is mainly driven by the humidity diffusion in the gas 

phase. 
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According to Kosakowski et al.[10], the most important processes controlling concrete degradation in a 

cement-based repository are the ingress of host rock pore water, concrete carbonation due to the 

production of CO2 by (bio-)chemical degradation of organic wastes, internal degradation of concrete 60 

due to the use of reactive silicate aggregates, and interactions between waste materials and cement 

paste. Note that the latter processes involve water-consuming reactions. All these processes must be 

assessed in the context of a repository system to ensure the long-term safety of nuclear waste storage. 

Firstly for the ingress of formation water, it is controlled by the diffusive transport across the 

clay/cement interface, thus its amount is considered to be very low in an intact claystone host rock with 65 

partially saturated water content. Within a period of 100’000 years, which is typical for the service life 

of a low- and intermediate-level waste repository, only small zones of degraded concrete are expected 

to occur [11].  

Secondly, carbonation is of major concern in cement-based repositories. The carbonation of concrete is 

a well investigated phenomenon in civil engineering [12,13,14]. Current research (c.f. [15]) shows that 70 

the process is mainly controlled by the transport of gaseous CO2, the atmospheric humidity/water 

saturation of the concrete, and the cement composition. It is known that the shape of carbonation fronts 

in cements is influenced by kinetic constraints on the reaction rates of the successive dissolution of 

cement phases [16]. For practical purposes, however, carbonation can be treated as an equilibrium 

process on the time scales relevant to waste disposal (hundreds of thousands of years). Typically, the 75 

gas diffusion coefficient is about 10’000 times greater than in water. In addition, in a cement-based 

repository cements are in direct contact with waste materials that serve as the sources of CO2. 
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Therefore, the carbonation of concrete in a partially water-saturated cement repository is normally not 

limited by the diffusive transport of CO2, but instead it largely depends on CO2 generation. 

Thirdly, internal degradation of concrete due to the presence of aggregates has a potentially detrimental 80 

effect on the cement-based engineered barrier [17]. The internal degradation of concrete due to the 

reaction of cement phases with aggregates is known as the alkali-aggregate reaction (AAR). The two 

main types of AAR are the reaction with silica-containing aggregates, the so-called alkali-silica reaction 

(ASR), and the reaction with dolomites, the so-called alkali-carbonate reaction (ACR) (e.g. [18]). The 

ASR is particularly relevant in conjunction with waste disposal, as silica aggregates are often used in 85 

the conditioning of radioactive waste [19]. In principle, quartz or silicates (SiO2 polymorphs) are not in 

thermodynamic equilibrium with most cement phases. Thermodynamic equilibrium is reached upon 

conversion of most cement phases into calcium-silicate hydrates (C-S-H) with low calcium/silica (C/S) 

ratio or other silicate minerals [20]. The kinetics of the dissolution of silicate aggregates is the main 

factor that drives the progress of ASR. The dissolution rate depends on the specific mineral (e.g. quartz, 90 

feldspar, etc.), the reactive surface area, which is linked to the aggregate particle size, and on the pH 

[21]. Kosakowski et al. [6] estimated that for a backfill mortar with quartz spheres of 2.8 mm diameter, 

the aggregates may completely dissolve within 500 years based on the dissolution rates reported by 

Palandri and Kharaka [21]. There is no macroscopic transport process necessary to drive ASR, except 

that minimum water saturation is required in the concrete and the need for a microscopically connected 95 

water phase to allow transport of reactants from the aggregates to cement mineral grains. 

Eventually, the interaction of degrading waste materials could influence the performance of the cement-

based engineered barrier. For example, the corrosion products of metals, such as aluminum, steel, etc., 
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could interact with cement phases and change the mineral composition of the cement paste. To date, 

however, these processes are only poorly known and their consequences on the evolution of barrier 100 

performance can hardly be assessed. 

Numerical simulation is an efficient tool which can improve the understanding of the complex 

interaction and feedback between different physical and chemical processes. It also provides detailed 

information on the temporal and spatial evolution of water saturation and the pressure evolution in a 

repository [9,22–24]. Most of the current reservoir models are restricted to multi-phase transport 105 

phenomena without the consideration of feedback between the chemical evolution, water availability 

and gas generation. From the numerical point of view, incorporation of such feedback requires the 

solution of mass conservation PDEs describing the multi-phase multi-component flow, coupled with 

modules simulating chemical reactions and providing local rates for the mass conservation PDEs. 

Over the last decade, the coupling between multi-phase multi-component flow with reactive transport 110 

has been in the focus of research. Several numerical simulators have been developed and were applied 

in reservoir simulations and also in the investigation of environmental and hydrogeochemical systems. 

The GEM-GHG [25] and GPRS [26] codes extended the original compositional multi-phase flow 

simulators with the chemical reactive transport by solving the coupled system in a fully implicit way. In 

contrast, several reactive transport simulators, e.g. CRUNCHFLOW [27], PFLOTRAN [28], STOMP 115 

[29], TOUGHREACT [30] and HYTEC [31], integrated the multi-phase flow model based on an 

operator-splitting approach, in which the computations for one time step are split into a flow problem 

and a reactive transport problem, respectively. Coupled multi-phase reactive transport is also a very 

active area of research in the framework of radioactive waste disposal. Leterrier and Bary [32] studied 
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concrete durability and proposed a reactive transport model considering transport in a partially saturated 120 

medium in combination with CO2 diffusion in gas phase, in which the chemical reaction can be both at 

equilibrium or kinetically-controlled. Thouvenot et al. [33] and Trotignon et al. [34] simulated the 

atmospheric carbonation and drying process in low and intermediate level waste (L\ILW) disposal cells 

components with the TOUGHREACT code. 

Given the complexity of the reactive multi-phase transport codes, as well as the high nonlinearities 125 

embedded in the coupled processes, it is evident that most codes have to deal with serious challenges 

related to model robustness and computational efficiency. In addition, the potential degradation of 

concrete material combines processes that act on very different time scales, from very fast reactions 

(equilibrium chemistry) to slow, kinetically-controlled processes. Meanwhile, simulating the repository 

evolution requires the calculation of time spans up to hundreds and thousands of years with a very fine 130 

temporal resolution. Moreover, from a chemical point of view, concrete is a complex material which 

mostly contains phases best described in terms of solid-solutions, e.g. C-S-H (e.g. [35] [36]). The 

thermodynamic setup for concrete is considered complicated which significantly enhances the 

numerical effort to solve the chemical problem. Therefore, the current codes and models suffer from 

severe limitations for the investigation of the concrete evolution, especially when applied in the context 135 

of multi-scale simulations. 

De Lucia et al. [37] proposed an approach to overcome the numerical and computational problems for 

fine-grained, repository-scale reactive transport simulations in the field of CO2 sequestration. The 

authors pre-calculated the reaction path of the reservoir rock during the exposure to CO2 with a 

geochemical batch model. The exposure time to CO2 of each element of the hydrodynamic grid was 140 
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estimated and the result of the batch geochemical model was applied to each grid element during its 

exposure time. This approach is a simplified one-way coupling and does not allow for feedback of the 

chemical model into multi-phase transport as it assumes that the chemical reactions are only driven by 

the presence of CO2, and that the reactions are controlled by very slow kinetics. Therefore, the 

migration of CO2 in the reservoir was only marginally affected by the chemical reactions. Nevertheless, 145 

the authors demonstrated that, for systems that obey the above constraints, a simplified reactive 

transport coupling provides an acceptable approach to calculate reservoir evolution with fine-grained 

models. 

An alternative solution to these problems is to convert the chemical equilibrium calculations into a look-

up table. Such an approach has been widely used in various areas such as combustion simulation or the 150 

inclusion of chemical reactions in atmospheric simulations (e.g. [38,39]). For example, Fukumoto and 

Ogami [40] used a pre-computed look-up table to simplify the chemical equilibrium calculation for 

combustion simulations. The authors reported that a 75% reduction in the overall computation time can 

be achieved with the look-up table approach. Further, Fiorina et al. [41] proposed tabulated chemistry 

methods for large eddy simulation in turbulent flow. Wang et al. [42] introduced an improved look-up 155 

table approach to fit the chemical kinetic reaction rate, which led to an accelerated calculation in 

atmospheric chemistry-transport simulations. In general, it has been demonstrated that the look-up table 

approach can be used to enable numerically efficient computations of chemical systems. More details 

on this approach are available from Anderson et al. [43] and Turányi and Tomlin [44].  

To the best of our knowledge, no work has been reported to date on the use of the look-up table 160 

approach in combination with a multi-phase multi-component model in the field of nuclear waste 
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disposal. In this work, an initial attempt is being made to parameterize the concrete degradation 

reactions into a pre-calculated look-up table, which can then be cast into a two-phase multi-component 

model via source and sink term for the component water and gases. In contrast to previous efforts, the 

computation of the chemical reaction in the course of a simulation becomes a procedure without 165 

numerically solving the chemical system. The complex chemical solver can be replaced by a call to the 

look-up table, which has the additional advantage that the look-up table provides derivatives of 

properties with minimal numerical costs. Moreover, this method allows the use of existing numerical 

simulators of multi-phase multi-component models to simulate the complex coupled problem without 

the need of excessive modification of the simulator structure. 170 

This paper presents an extension of the multi-phase multi-component transport code OpenGeoSys-MP 

[45] with a look-up table describing the degradation of concrete due to carbonation and ASR. 

OpenGeoSys-MP is part of the open-source platform OpenGeoSys [46] in which reactive transport 

codes have been developed for both operator-splitting via code coupling [47–50] and global-implicit 

approaches [51]. The paper is organized as follows: first, the chemical model for concrete degradation 175 

and the approximation by the look-up table is explained (Sect. 2). The section is followed by the 

description of the physical model of two-phase, multi-component flow coupled with reactive transport 

(Sect. 3). The validation of the proposed look-up table approach is presented in Sect. 3.2, in which three 

different benchmarks are proposed and the numerical results are analyzed. After detailed discussions in 

Sect. 4, Section. 5 is dedicated to summarizing the conclusions and outlook. 180 

. 
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2 The mathematical, chemical and physical framework 

2.1 Concrete degradation and creation of look-up table 

The look-up table approach described in this work is very flexible, as it is possible to tune the look-up 

table to represent a specific concrete. This also implies that one "generic" look-up table does not exist 185 

and that for each material a separate look-up table has to be created. In this work, the look-up table is 

calculated based on the thermodynamic model of a sulfate-resisting Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC), 

similar as the one described by Lothenbach and Wieland [52]. The exact recipe and the detailed 

thermodynamic setup of the utilized concrete are given in Wieland et al. [53]. Only the most important 

information is explained in this work.  190 

The normative composition of the concrete is given in Table 1. The setup represents a typical mortar 

used for backfilling void space in waste packages. All calculations were conducted with the GEM-

Selektor V3 chemical modelling package [54,55] based on the PSI/Nagra thermodynamic database [56], 

the CEMDATA V07.03 [57] for cement phases and the Thermoddem database [58] for clay and zeolite 

minerals. In the thermodynamic modeling and the chemical setup of the system the alkalis are taken into 195 

account and solution concentrations and the distribution between alkali-containing solids have explicitly 

been modelled. Thermodynamic models have been implemented to mimic the uptake of the alkalis by 

calcium-silicate hydrates (C-S-H phases), zeolites, i.e. Analcime, Chabazite, K- and Na-phillipsite).  

The model for C-S-H is based on the solid solution model of Kulik and Kersten[59] and is extended to 

account for alkali uptake as described in X. Gaona et al. [60]. Concerning the concentration of the 200 

anionic counterions it is to be noted that OH- is the main anion in all modeling set-ups. Very high Cl- 
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concentrations are only achieved for special degradation scenarios (e.g. ingress of sea water or brines) 

which are not relevant in connection with the present modeling study. The thermodynamic setup with 

complete component list is given in Appendix B.  

 205 

Table 1: Setup and properties of generic mortar. 

Phase/Material amount [g] Remark 

Water (H2O) 169.25   

CEM I 52.5 N HTS1 300  Corresponding composition is given 

in Appendix A. 

NaCl  0.1  Represents small amount of salts in 

the water 

Aggregate (SiO2/quartz) 1830  For the initial equilibration, 

aggregate is assumed to be not 

reactive 

total mass (compare with Table 2) 2299.35 g  

W/C ratio (adjusted to give a porosity of 

0.076) 

0.564 Wieland et al. [53] considered an 

additional gas phase, here fully 

saturated conditions are assumed 

1 Cement classification: CEM I 52.5 N; HTS = haute teneur en silice 
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• Hydrated mortar 

The calculated equilibrium composition for the fully hydrated mortar is given in Table 2. The 

equilibrated composition is very similar to the concrete used by Kosakowski and Berner [61], with the 210 

only difference that hydrogarnet replaces monocarbonate. Due to the inclusion of alkali uptake on C-S-

H, the calculated pH is about 12.9, which is lower than the original pH reported by Kosakowski and 

Berner [61]. Also, the calculated pore water properties are slightly different because in Kosakowski and 

Berner [61] a different water composition was used to set up the concrete. 

The equilibrated mortar is the starting composition for the degradation calculations that span the look-215 

up table. Only two degradation reactions have been considered for this work: the alkali-silica reaction 

(ASR) and the carbonation. Both reactions successively dissolve calcium-bearing cement phases to 

form carbonates in case of carbonation or C-S-H with low C/S ration, and/or silica gel, in the case of 

ASR. The progress of both processes was calculated with the help of the sequential batch module of the 

GEM-Selektor V3 software. The initial hydrated system was scaled such that it corresponded to a 220 

volume of 1e-3 m3 (1 litre). 

Table 2: Calculated phase composition of hydrated concrete 

Composition/phase Amount [g] Amount [mol] Volume fraction [-] 

aq_gen1 71.151 3.942 0.076282 

C3(AF)S0.84H - hydrogarnet (solid 

solution) 

30.695 0.144 0.01125 

ECSH2 - C-S-H (solid solution) 204.103 1.703 0.08724 
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barite 0.00898 3.847e-05 2.156e-6 

ettringite 34.467 0.0275 0.02089 

calcite 10.916 0.109 0.0043333 

portlandite 105.813 1.428 0.05079 

magnetite 8.628e-06 3.726e-08 1.691e-9 

OH-hydrotalcite 7.012 0.0158 0.00374686 

aggregate + inert cement phases 

(represented by inert quartz) 

1835.184  30.543 0.745466 
 

total mass (compare with Table 1) 2299.35 g 

total volume 929.582 cm3 

pH  12.88 

ionic strength of solution 0.129 mol/kg 

Temperature 298.15 K 

Eh -0.414 V 

1aq_gen: the generated aqueous phase. 

• Carbonation 

Increasing amounts of CO2 were added to the chemical system to model cement carbonation. After each 225 

step the system was equilibrated and the result of the GEM-Selektor calculation was saved. Figure 1-(a) 

shows the simulated evolution of cumulative mineral phase volume fractions along with the increasing 

amount of CO2. The volume fraction of the fluid phase is not included in this plot. Initially all solid 
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phase volumes and the fluid phase volume add up to 1. The difference between the sum of volume 

fractions of all solid phases and 1 can be interpreted as the porosity, i.e. the volume fraction that can be 230 

filled with gas/water. Note that the quartz aggregate is largely the dominating phase with a volume 

fraction of about 0.75. With the addition of CO2, portlandite is first dissolved and transformed into 

calcite according to the following reaction: 

Ca(OH)2+CO2(aq) ⇔ CaCO3(s)+H2O 

Through this reaction water is released. After portlandite is consumed, C-S-H phases with a high C/S 

ratio are transformed into C-S-H with low C/S. The utilized model for C-S-H has a minimum C/S ratio 235 

of 0.8 (tobermorite as the end-member of the solid-solution). This transformation also frees water. Once 

all calcium has been leached from the C-S-H phases as a consequence of the reduction of the C/S ratio, 

successively hydrogarnet, ettrringite, hydrotalcite and C-S-H with the lowest possible C/S ratio are 

dissolved. The leached calcium is used to form calcite. The dissolution of the AFm and AFt phases also 

releases aluminium which serves as the basis to form zeolites. Ettringite dissolution leads to the 240 

formation of sulfates, in this case gypsum, and magnesium is used up due to the transformation of C-S-

H into M-S-H (Magnesium silicate hydrates). Excessive silica resulting from the C-S-H dissolution 

gives rise to the precipitation of SiO2, which is shown in the model as the formation of amorphous silica 

or quartz. The final, completely carbonated system is composed of largely unaffected quartz aggregates, 

considerable amounts of carbonates and minor amounts of clay minerals. This last degradation stage is a 245 

fictive stage only based on thermodynamic equilibria. Whether this stage will be reached in reality is 

uncertain, as the formation of clay minerals under repository conditions is highly controversial because 

it is likely to be a slow process. 
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(a) Mineralogical evolution due to carbonation 250 
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(b) Mineralogical evolution due to ASR 

Figure 1: Mineralogical evolution of concrete during carbonation in terms of volume fractions while adding 

successive amounts of CO2 to the system (a).  Mineralogical evolution of concrete during ASR in terms of volume 

fractions while reacting successive amounts of the (dissolved quartz) aggregate (b) (lower figure). 255 

• ASR 

In our thermodynamic setup, the ASR is mainly driven by the dissolution of the quartz aggregates. The 

released silica reacts with calcium leached from the cement phase to form C-S-H solid solutions. As a 

consequence of progressing silica release, silica is continuously bound by C-S-H; therefore, the C/S 

ratio of the C-S-H phase decreases towards 0.8, the C/S ratio of the tobermorite (SiO2(Ca(OH)2)0.8H2O ) 260 

as the end-member of the C-S-H solid solution model. It should be noted that, at the present time, no 
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thermodynamic data are available for the ASR product whose structure has recently been disclosed 

(Dähn et al., [62]). As a consequence of missing thermodynamic data, the ASR is not implemented as 

alkali-containing phase, which certainly is a simplification of the real situation. In our simplified 

modeling approach C-S-H phases are considered to be the main product of the ASR. The general 265 

sequence of dissolving cement minerals (Fig. 1-(b)) and precipitated secondary phase is very similar to 

the carbonation reaction, except for the two main differences: firstly, during carbonation, C-S-H is 

dissolved and carbonates are formed, whereas for ASR, carbonates do not participate in any reactions 

and C-S-H is the main reaction product. Secondly, for the ASR, zeolites will be transformed to clay 

phases in the very last degradation stage. Such transformation is not present in the carbonation 270 

reactions. 

• Chemical and physical changes upon cement degradation 

The combined effects of carbonation and ASR on pH in pore water, on porosity, water volume and 

quartz dissolution rate are shown in Fig. 2. 

The pH in the system decreases during concrete degradation, for both carbonation and ASR. In the 275 

initial hydrated concrete, the pH is 12.9 whereas the pH of degraded concrete only reaches 10.1. At the 

final degradation stage by carbonation, the pH drops further to 8.3 as a consequence of the presence of 

clay phases. 

The quartz dissolution rate was calculated as described by Wieland et al. [53] for sand grains with 1.5 

mm diameter and for a unit system volume of 1·10-3 m3. The dissolution kinetics of siliceous sand 280 
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(aggregate) can be expressed in terms of a (simplified) pH-dependent rate in accordance with [10] 

which includes neutral and alkaline mechanisms: 

𝑅𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = dm
dt

= 𝐴 ∙ �𝑘1(1 − Ω) + 𝑘2 ∙ 𝑎𝐻+
−0.5(1 − Ω)�    �mol s-1�,      (1) 

 A: reactive surface area (m2) A = As  ∙ M   with 

 M: mole amount of the siliceous sand present 285 

 AS: the specific surface area for a porous medium filled with spherical quartz grains of 1.5 mm  

 diameter  

 AS = 0.091 (m2 mol-1) 

 k: rate constants for neutral and alkaline mechanisms (mol s-1 m-2)  

 log k1 = -13.99; log k2 = -16.29 290 

 𝑎𝐻+: activity of hydrogen ion 

 Ω: saturation index 

The above rate equation was taken from the compilation of dissolution rates by Lasaga and co-workers 

[63–65]. The reactive surface area was held constant as for complete degradation, only about 10% of 

the overall siliceous aggregate was consumed. As the pH is a (logarithmic) measure of hydrogen ion 295 

activity, the rate law exhibits very strong pH dependence, i.e. at high pH values the dissolution of quartz 

is highly accelerated. 

A look-up table was constructed with the help of process simulator module of GEM-Selektor. The 

process simulator uses a scripting engine to control equilibration of chemical systems based on varying 

input composition. The scripting engine allows the automatic calculation of titration, phase diagrams, 300 
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batch reactions or even simple transport calculations. We wrote a script that re-equilibrates the hydrated 

mortar from Table 2 after adding a defined amount of CO2 and allowing the dissolution of a specific 

amount of aggregate (SiO2). The initial system from Table 2 was scaled to represent a volume of 1 litre. 

All calculations were carried out at a temperature of 298.15 K (25 °C) and a pressure of 1 bar. 

For the re-equilibrated system various properties like pH, volume of all solid phases, volume of the 305 

liquid phase, saturation indices for mineral phases were extracted and stored in a table. Using Equation 

1, the dissolution rate was calculated for a specific equilibrated system and also stored. For such a setup, 

where temperature and pressure are constant and no water is added or removed from the overall system, 

the volume of the liquid phase changes according to its composition and according to 

consumption/release of water due to mineral transformations. 310 

The entries in the look-up table were calculated from 0 mol to 4 mol with a step size of 0.2 mol for 

adding CO2 and dissolving SiO2. This results in 21 × 21 = 441 sampling points in the table. From all 

the possible properties of the equilibrated system only some information was included in the look-up 

table. Two input columns contain the added amount of CO2 and dissolved SiO2. Four output columns 

contain the values for pH, porosity (initial volume divided by actual volume of all solids), liquid volume 315 

and quartz dissolution rate. Additionally, two extra columns are attached to indicate if ASR and 

carbonation are complete. ASR is assumed to be complete once the aggregate (quartz) is in 

thermodynamic equilibrium with the other mineral phases, or if quartz is oversaturated and would 

precipitate. Carbonation is assumed to be complete once the added CO2 is not completely consumed for 

mineral transformations.  320 
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Within OGS-MP-LT the interpolation to intermediate values is carried out by the bilinear interpolation 

scheme. All the gradients are calculated using numerical differentiation, such as finite difference 

method. After the reaction of the corresponding moles of SiO2 and CO2, the volume of the liquid phase 

was calculated and was used as the source/sink terms for liquid in the governing equation of multi-

phase transport process. The difference in fluid volume before and after adding CO2 and SiO2 revealed 325 

the amount of mass added into or subtracted from the liquid volume. In case of a negative value, water 

was removed due to chemical reactions (mainly ASR). With a positive one, however, water was 

released, mainly by carbonation. The porosity was calculated based on the changes of cumulative solid 

phase volume fractions with respect to the initial volume. The porosity surface in Fig. 2 shows some 

local maxima at intermediate degradation stages. They are caused by the formation of intermediate 330 

phases with a low density, mainly zeolites. These phases have only a small window of stability in terms 

of silica or carbonate addition. Thermodynamic data for zeolite phases have relatively large 

uncertainties [66]. Therefore, the position and extension of these porosity changes are uncertain and 

strongly depend on the mineral phases included and the adopted thermodynamic data.  

 335 
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(a) pH 

 

(b) porosity 

 

(c) fluid volume 

 

(d) quartz dissolution rate 

Figure 2: 3D surface plots for the combined effects of CO2 addition (carbonation) and SiO2 addition (ASR) on pH (a), 

porosity (b), fluid volume (c) and quartz dissolution rate (d). 
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2.2 Coupling the look-up table with two-phase multi-component transport model  

After the successful construction of a look-up table, it is coupled to the two-phase multi-component 340 

transport code OpenGeoSys-MP as described in detail elsewhere [45]. The two-phase multi-component 

reactive transport model is integrated into the OpenGeoSys simulation framework V.6 [67] and 

abbreviated throughout this work as OpenGeoSys-MP-LT or OGS-MP-LT. For the two-phase module 

in OGS, the standard Galerkin finite element method is employed for spatial discretization, with a fully 

implicit backward Euler scheme for the time integration. Application of these space and time 345 

discretization schemes to the governing equations leads to a coupled system of discrete residual 

equations with high nonlinearity. The Newton method with line search scheme is employed for the 

linearization, while a GMRES solution strategy with ILUT preconditioning is applied to solve the linear 

equation system. 

For our application the concrete materials were conceptualized as porous media, in which the following 350 

transport equations including one gas and one liquid phase, were solved for water, water vapor and 

multiple gas components. This is implemented in a two-phase compositional flow model based on the 

generalized Darcy law in combination with diffusive transport as given by Fick’s law. The mass 

conservation which is assumed for each component reads: 

𝜕
𝜕𝜕

∑ �𝑁𝛼𝑆𝛼𝑥𝛼
𝑑 � + 𝛻�∑ 𝑁𝛼�𝑥𝛼

𝑑 𝒒𝛼 + 𝑱𝛼
𝑑 �𝛼∈{𝐺,𝐿} �𝛼∈{𝐺,𝐿} = 𝐹𝑑.       (2) 355 

Here let α ∈ {𝐺, 𝐿} denote the set of gas and liquid phases,  𝑥𝛼
𝑑

 is the molar fraction of component i in 

phase 𝛼, Sα is the saturation of phase α, and 𝑁α represents the phase molar density. For a particular 

phase 𝛼, its Darcy velocity 𝒒𝛼 is given by the generalized Darcy's law: 
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𝒒𝛼 = − K𝑘𝑟𝑟(𝑆)
𝜇𝑟

(∇𝑃𝛼 − 𝜌𝛼𝒈) ,         (3) 

with 𝜌𝛼 indicating the mass density of phase 𝛼. The diffusive flux  𝑱𝛼
𝑑  governed by Fick’s law is given: 360 

𝑱𝛼
𝑑 = −𝐷𝑒∇𝑥𝛼

𝑑  ,           (4) 

Where 𝐷𝑒 indicates the effective diffusion coefficient. 

The dissolution of the gases into the pore water is described by Henry’s law: 

𝑥𝐿
𝑑 = H

𝜌𝐿𝑃𝐺
𝑖  ,            (5) 

where H is the temperature dependent Henry constant. 𝑃𝐺
𝑑  is the partial pressure of component i in the 365 

gas phase.  

The evaporation of liquid water into water vapor is described by the Raoult’s law: 

𝑥𝐺
𝑑 = 𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑠

𝑃𝐺
𝑤  ,            (6) 

where 𝑃𝑑𝑠𝜕  is the saturation pressure, which corresponds to the vapor pressure of the pure water at 

temperature T, and it is further dependent on the temperature: 370 

𝑃𝑑𝑠𝜕(𝑇) = 𝑃0exp �� 1
𝑇0

− 1
𝑇

� ∙ 𝑀𝑤ℎwg

𝑅
� ,        (7) 

𝑃0 and 𝑇0 are the reference pressure and temperature, respectively. ℎ𝑤𝑤  is the specific latent heat of 

water vaporization. 

Aqueous and gaseous components diffuse with an effective diffusion coefficient 𝐷𝑒 that depends on the 

phase diffusion coefficient 𝐷𝛼, as well as the porosity ϕ and phase saturation Sα of the porous medium: 375 
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𝐷𝑒 = ϕ𝑆𝛼𝐷𝛼 ,            (8) 

Note that for each phase α, the diffusion coefficient 𝐷𝛼  shall be identical for all components in this 

phase to preserve the consistency of system [68]. 

The Darcy velocities of liquid water and gaseous species are given by Eq. (3), taking into account the 

capillary pressure. In this work, the van Genuchten model [69] was adopted to describe the capillary 380 

pressure-saturation relationship: 

𝑃𝑐(𝑆𝑒) = −𝑃𝑟 �𝑆𝑒
− 1

𝑚 − 1�

1
𝑛

 ,          (9) 

where 𝑆𝑒  indicates the effective saturation  𝑆𝑒 = 𝑆𝐿−𝑆𝑙𝑟
1−𝑆𝑙𝑟−𝑆𝑔𝑟

 with S𝑙𝑟  and S𝑤𝑟  representing the residual 

saturations. 𝑃𝑟 is a characteristic pressure for the van Genuchten model. 

The relative permeability of the porous media can be expressed based on the van Genuchten model as 385 

well. For the liquid phase, the relative permeability is given as: 

𝑘𝑟𝑙(𝑆𝑒) = �𝑆𝑒 �1 − �1 − 𝑆𝑒

1
𝑚�

𝑚

�
2

 ,         (10) 

while for the gas phase the relative permeability is given as: 

𝑘𝑟𝑤(𝑆𝑒) = �(1 − 𝑆𝑒) �1 − 𝑆𝑒

1
𝑚�

2𝑚

.        (11) 

A Carman-Kozeny [70] type relationship was applied to relate intrinsic permeability and porosity 390 

changes: 
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𝐾 = K0
(1−𝜙0)2

(1−𝜙)2 � 𝜙
𝜙0

�
3
 ,          (12) 

K0 and 𝜙0 are the initial permeability and porosity, respectively, while K and ϕ represent the updated 

permeability and porosity. 

 395 

2.3 The coupling strategy  

The coupling strategy for the approximation of a subset of chemical reactions and two-phase multi-

component transport processes is shown in Fig. 3. For concrete materials, concrete degradation was 

approximated by a look-up table as described in Sect. 2. The table provides pH, porosity, water 

consumption/release and kinetic rates for dissolution of (quartz) aggregate on dependence of CO2 and 400 

SiO2 reacted in a unit volume. Carbonation was calculated based on the cumulated amount of CO2 that 

reaches on a node/volume by transport, while ASR was calculated based on the dissolution of SiO2 with 

the kinetic rates provided by the look-up table. 

Our approach for incorporating the look-up table into the two-phase multi-component transport model 

was accomplished via source/sink term and updates of porosity and pH values on each integration point. 405 

The source/sink term was added to the right-hand side of Eq. (2) representing the 

production/consumption rate of one particular component due to chemical reactions. For each Newton 

iteration a call was made to the look-up table to define the desired values at each integration point. 

The accumulated amounts of consumed CO2 and dissolved SiO2 for a specific integration point are 

given as input values to a bilinear interpolation routine which extracts the chemical system information 410 

from the look-up table. 
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For the first Newton iteration of a time step, the accumulated consumed CO2 and dissolved SiO2 values 

from the last time step are taken. 

In detail, the coupling procedure is constituted by the following steps: 

1. The volumetric concentration of CO2 is calculated on each integration point within each Newton 415 

loop. The CO2 consumption rate is calculated under the assumption that the total amount of CO2 

that reaches an integration point shall be consumed as long as carbonation reaction is not 

complete. The consumption rate is then applied as the sink term to the mass conservation 

equation (i.e. Eq. (2)) in terms of the CO2 component. After each Newton iteration, the 

accumulatively consumed CO2 concentration is updated based on the consumption rate for the 420 

specific time step. 

 

2. The current fluid volume can be directly obtained from the look-up table. The 

generation/consumption rate of water can be obtained by calculating the derivatives of the fluid 

volume variation which computes the difference between the fluid volume at current time step 425 

and the fluid volume of the previous time step divided by the current time step size. This value is 

cast into the two-phase transport model (i.e. Eq. (2)) as the source/sink term. 

 

3. The quartz dissolution rate can be estimated as follows. The amount of dissolved SiO2 for the 

current time step is updated by multiplying the quartz dissolution rate with the current time step 430 

size. The total accumulatively dissolved SiO2 is thereby updated after each Newton iteration. 
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4. The porosity and pH values are updated for each Newton iteration. 

 

5. The carbonation reaction is considered complete, as soon as chemical equilibrium is reached, i.e. 435 

the addition of additional CO2 is not causing any more changes in mineral composition. ASR is 

considered complete once the quartz saturation index is close to 1 which indicates that the silica 

aggregate is in equilibrium with the overall chemical system. The specific threshold values for 

the completion of carbonation and ASR depend on the combination of reacted CO2 and SiO2 and 

are provided by the look-up table.  440 
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 445 

 

Figure 3: Schematic illustration of the coupling strategy between two-phase multi-component transport and chemical 

processes via the look-up table approach. 

3 Validation of the look-up table approach 

The pivotal question is how good and under which (transport) conditions the look-up table approach 450 

resembles the simulation results of a full reactive transport model. To tackle this question, we compared 

the newly developed code OpenGeoSys-MP-LT with the well-established reactive transport code 

OpenGeoSys-GEM (Kosakowski and Watanabe, [71]). A comprehensive comparison between both 

codes is hampered by the lack of multi-phase transport capability of OpenGeoSys-GEM which only 

supports transport in the liquid phase. It is not straightforward to extend the coupling to the multi-phase 455 
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solver implemented in OpenGeoSys V.5. Furthermore, it is important to note that OGS-MP-LT is based 

on OpenGeoSys V.6, a completely new implementation of OpenGeoSys V.5. OpenGeoSys V.6 lacks 

the reactive transport interface; therefore, it is also not possible to couple a GEM solver to 

OpenGeoSys-MP-LT. 

Our intention is to show that we can replace the complex and costly chemical calculations by a pre-460 

calculated look-up table for two specific cement degradation mechanisms and specific (multi-phase) 

transport scenarios. The two essential prerequisites in terms of transport and for the applicability of the 

look-up table are: 

1) On continuum scale, the degradation of ASR does not require a macroscopic transport process. 

No macroscopic transport of dissolved silica in the liquid or gas phase is needed to drive ASR.  465 

2) Carbonation is controlled by the transport in the gas phase. CO2 fluxes in the gas phase are 

assumed to be many orders of magnitude higher than in liquid phase.  

For these calculations, we assume that chemical reactivity is independent of the saturation state of the 

medium. At pore scale there is always a connected liquid phase that ensures very fast transport of 

reactants between quartz aggregates and cement phases. 470 

 

Unfortunately, with the two employed codes, we cannot solve exactly the same multi-phase transport 

system. Still we can define a very simplified and to some degree even unphysical transport scenario for 

which both codes can approximate the dominant transport process and for which the differences become 

very small. We assume that diffusion of CO2 in a gas phase is the only relevant transport mechanism in 475 

the gas phase. A system, for which CO2 transport dominates the transport of all other reactive substance, 
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is a partially liquid saturated system, and CO2 is the only reactive substance in the gas phase. In such a 

system, CO2 diffusion is faster by 4 orders of magnitude in the gas phase than in the liquid phase [16], 

which allows for the separation of time scales for transport between (general) solute transport in liquid 

phase and CO2 transport in the gas phase. Diffusive transport of dissolved CO2 in the liquid phase can 480 

be considered. Both intrinsically include the effect of solubility of gases in water via Henry’s law. The 

pore diffusion coefficient of gaseous CO2 is assumed to be 1e-6 m2/s while the pore diffusion 

coefficient of all aqueous species is 2e-10 m2/s. This ensures that for the same gradients mass fluxes in 

the gas phase are 5000 times higher. 

In addition, the benchmark scenarios were set up such that CO2 concentrations in the gas phase were far 485 

beyond those at atmospheric conditions. This also increases the mass flux of CO2 in gas phase. The 

liquid saturation state is assumed to be constant at 0.5 at every location throughout the course of the 

simulation. This effectively switches off the feedback of liquid volume changes during concrete 

degradation on multi-phase transport. This part of the look-up table cannot be benchmarked with the 

two codes. The effective diffusion coefficient in gas and liquid phase shall depend on changes of 490 

porosity via the following relation: 𝐷𝑒 = 𝐷𝑝 ∙  0.5 ∙  𝜙(𝑡) , 𝐷𝑝 is the pore diffusion coefficient in the 

gas phase. The relation allows a simple coupling between diffusive transport and porosity changes 

induced by mineral transformations. 

OpenGeoSys-GEM does not include a coupling to the multi-phase transport modules of OpenGeoSys, 

but we were able to implement a simple transport process for diffusion of a single component in a 495 

virtual gas phase. This allows calculation of specific scenarios based on diffusion of CO2 in partially 

saturated media without saturation change. A back-coupling of the effective diffusion coefficient on 
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porosity changes is implemented. Due to the inflexibility of interface between transport and chemistry it 

is not possible to switch off the transport of all dissolved species in OpenGeoSys-GEM. On the one 

hand, this allows the inclusion of diffusive transport of dissolved CO2 in the liquid phase, but it also 500 

allows the transport of other species which can potentially affect the progress of degradation front. In 

the general context of this benchmark, the thermodynamic setup used for look-up table creation was 

used and a constant temperature of 298.15 K and a pressure close to 105 Pa (1 Bar) was assumed for all 

calculations. 

OpenGeoSys-MP-LT includes a complete multiphase multi-component transport module  [72]. The gas 505 

phase is composed of CO2, air and water vapor, but the air is assumed to have the same solubility as the 

CO2 and does not participate in any reaction. At each time step, we calculate the total amount of CO2 

consumed by the carbonation reaction, then we compensate the system by adding the same amount of 

air into the system via the source term. This allows a “diffusion only” scenario in the system with no 

saturation and pressure variation. Ideal mixing of gas components is assumed over the simulation. 510 

A subset of features was tested in the following benchmark which was limited to consider three cases, 

where case 3 was further split into of two sub-cases: 

Case 0: Diffusive transport of CO2 in the gas phase with and without consideration of gas solubility in 

liquid phase. No chemistry is taken into account in this case.  

Case 1: Evolution of a concrete (pH, porosity) undergoing ASR only, and no relevant transport 515 

processes are considered. This benchmark tests essentially the implementation of the kinetic model for 

SiO2 dissolution. 
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Case 2: Evolution of concrete (pH, porosity) undergoing accelerated carbonation (no ASR) where CO2 

diffusion in a gas phase is much faster than solute diffusion in a liquid phase. 

Case 3: Evolution of partially saturated concrete (pH, porosity) undergoing accelerated carbonation and 520 

ASR. CO2 transport is dominated by diffusion in a gas phase. Two sub-cases are considered: 

Case 3a: CO2 diffusion dominates, i.e. the progress of carbonation is much faster than the typical time 

scales for ASR. A 1D setup of a 1 m long concrete domain was applied here for the simulation. 

Case 3b: CO2 diffusion and ASR compete, i.e. part of the domain is highly affected by ASR before the 

carbonation front arrives. This case was implemented by enlarging the simulation domain by a factor of 525 

10. In this setup the carbonation front needed 100 times more time until it reached the end of the 

simulation domain. 

 

 

3.1 Model setup 530 

• Dimensions and discretization 

The default model setup was represented by a 1D concrete structure (length = 1m) using a regular mesh 

of 100 elements with node distances of 1 cm. Three variant cases were considered. The detailed set-ups 

for the benchmark case are summarized in Table 3. 

Table 3: The dimensions, discretization and simulation time for each benchmark 535 

 Process Domain 

scale [m]  

Domain discretization Simulation  

time scale [year] ASR Carbonation OGS-MP-LT OGS-GEM 
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Case0 × × 10 100 elements 100 elements 10 

Case1 √ × 1 100 elements 2 elements 10000 

Case 2 × √ 1 100 elements 100 elements 30 

Case 3a √ √ 1 100 elements 100 elements 30 

Case 3b √ √ 10 100 elements 100 elements 2000 

 

• Transport setup 

In order to allow a comparison between OpenGeoSys-MP-LT and OpenGeoSys-GEM, the multi-phase 

transport process was simplified. A critical point in the benchmark cases was to constrain the setup for 

diffusion of CO2 in the gas and liquid phases in such a way that both codes calculated the same 540 

diffusive fluxes.  

CO2 diffuses with an effective diffusion coefficient  𝐷𝑒 that depends on the porosity, liquid saturation S 

and the free gas diffusion coefficient 𝐷𝐺  = 1.0×10-6 m2/s. 

In OpenGeoSys-GEM the diffusion of CO2 in the gas phase was implemented as an additional diffusion 

process in the completely liquid-filled porosity (S = 1) which otherwise did not interfere with “reactive” 545 

solute transport. In addition, only the “in-diffusion” boundary was open. The other boundary was closed 

with a zero-flux condition for liquid (no advective transport), solutes and CO2. 

In OpenGeoSys-MP-LT the pore space was split into two equal compartments by fixing liquid 

saturation to a value of 0.5. In order to reproduce the same 𝐷𝑒 for CO2 diffusion as in OpenGeoSys-

GEM, 𝐷𝐺  was increased by a factor of 2. Gas and liquid pressures were set to a fixed value at the “in-550 

diffusion” boundary. The other boundary was closed in order to avoid advective fluxes in the column. 
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The density of all gases was set equal to the value of CO2, thus avoiding induction of transport due to 

different gas densities and concentrations. 

The thermodynamic and kinetic setup for the reactive transport calculations in OpenGeoSys-GEM were 

identical to the setup of the look-up table described before.  555 

For diffusion the pore diffusion coefficient for solutes was set to 2.0e-10 m2/s and for gases to 1.0e-

6 m2/s. The effective diffusion coefficient was calculated by multiplication of porosity and pore 

diffusion coefficient. 

Automatic time step sizing was used for all simulations. In addition, the time step size was limited as 

listed in Table 4. 560 

Table 4: Maximum time step sizes for simulation cases in OpenGeoSys-GEM and fixed time step sizes in 

OpenGeoSys-MP-LT. 

 OpenGeoSys-GEM:  

Maximum time step size [s] 

OpenGeoSys-MP-LT: Time step size [s] 

Case 0 1e5(~3.169e-3 years) 1e5 (~3.169e-3 years) 

Case 1 1e3 (~3.169e-5 years) 0-2500 yrs: 1.578e+5 (0.005 yrs) | 

>2500 yrs: 1.578e+7 (0.5 yrs) 

Case 2 1e5 (~3.169e-3 years) 3.156e+4 (0.001 yrs) 

Case 3a 1e3 (~3.169e-5 years) 3.156e+4 (0.001 yrs) 

Case 3b 1e5 (~3.169e-3 years) 1.578e+5 (0.005 yrs) 
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The parameters specific for OpenGeoSys-MP-LT setup are listed in Table 5. For all simulations with 

OpenGeoSys-MP-LT fixed time step sizes are used (Table 4). 565 

 

Table 5: Parameters for the simulation with OpenGeoSys-MP-LT. 

Parameter Symbol Value Unit 

Intrinsic permeability K 1e-19 m2 

Liquid phase viscosity 𝜇𝐿 1e-3 Pa ∙ s 

Gas phase viscosity 𝜇𝐺 9e-6 Pa ∙ s 

Molecular diffusion coefficient for gas 

component 

𝐷𝐺  2e-6 m2/s 

Molecular diffusion coefficient for liquid 

component 

𝐷𝐿  2e-10 m2/s 

Residual saturation for gas phase 𝑆𝑟𝐺 0 - 

Residual saturation for liquid phase 𝑆𝑟𝐿 0.3 - 

van Genuchten parameter n 0.5 - 

van Genuchten parameter 𝑃𝑟  1e+6 Pa 

• Initial and boundary conditions 

The simulation domain is initially saturated with water and air. The initial water saturation was set to 

0.5. Uniform temperature keeps at 25 °C. An atmospheric pressure was assumed over the whole 570 

domain. Initially, the gas pressure PG was 105  Pa, the capillary pressure PC was 3.35 × 106  Pa 

(corresponding to 𝑆𝐿 = 0.5) and the molar fraction of CO2 in gas was 0.001. 
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The boundary conditions are represented by a Dirichlet boundary with constant CO2 concentration at the 

left point. The gas pressure at the boundary was 105  Pa, the capillary pressure was 3.35 × 106 

(corresponding to 𝑆𝐿  = 0.5) Pa and the molar fraction of CO2 in gas was 0.999. A strongly CO2 575 

dominated gas phase with a concentration of 39.43 mol/m3 (0.89e-3 kg/m3) was assumed for the “in-

diffusion” boundary of the column. Note that this value is much higher than the CO2 concentration in 

the atmosphere which is close to 0.0158 mol/m3 (385 ppm). Therefore, such a high CO2 concentration 

gives rise to much faster carbonation than in atmospheric conditions (accelerated carbonation). The 

right boundary of the domain was closed with a with zero-flux boundary. 580 

3.2 Results 

• Case 0 (Only transport) 

This benchmark aims at a comparison between two codes with only transport and no chemical reaction 

taken into account. Two variations are compared:  

(a) The first case simulates the CO2 transport in the gas phase without considering the solubility of 585 

CO2 in the liquid phase. 

(b) The second case takes the solubility into account. 

Fig. 4 depicts the CO2 transport front in the gas phase at the time = 0.09 year (2.84E+06 s) for case0-(a). 

An analytical solution is also presented for comparison. The analytical solution is given as: 

𝑐(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑐0[1 − erf � 𝑥
√4𝐷𝜕

�] ,          (13) 590 
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Where 𝑐(𝑥, 𝑡)  corresponds to the CO2 transport front, 𝐷 is the diffusion coefficient. The detailed 

description of the analytical solution is given in B.J. Roth [73]. Good agreement can be observed 

between the OGS-MP-LT and OGS-GEMS. The results are also identical to the analytical solution.  

 
Figure 4: Gaseous CO2 profiles at t=0.09 year for benchmark case 0-(a) with no CO2 dissolution, and OpenGeoSys-595 

GEM (black solid lines), OpenGeoSys-MP-LT (orange solid lines) and analytical solution (scatter points). 
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Figure 5: Gaseous CO2 profiles at t=0.09, 1 and t years for benchmark case 0-(b) with CO2 dissolution taken into 

account, and OpenGeoSys-GEM (black dashed lines), OpenGeoSys-MP-LT (red solid lines). 

Fig. 5 presents the result of the second case of case 0-(b) which considers the solubility of CO2.  In 600 

general, the OpenGeoSys-MP-LT can produce identical CO2 transport front to the OpenGeoSys-GEMS. 

However, there are differences between them when the CO2 concentration is small.  

The difference can be attributed to the fact that in case of OGS-MP-LT, there is always a gas phase 

present, whereas with GEMS the gas phase is absent at the front (all CO2 dissolved in liquid phase), and 

concentrations of CO2 in the gas phase are set to zero.  605 

In the case of reactive transport, such differences are smaller (as we can see in cases 2 and 3), because 

all the CO2 in liquid phase is consumed by reactions and the smeared diffusive front for OGS-MP-LT is 

not present. This difference in transport/chemistry coupling does influence the fronts a bit, but 

obviously not too much. 
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• Case 1 (ASR only) 610 

Case 1 essentially corresponds to batch calculations as for both codes, OpenGeoSys-MP-LT and 

OpenGeoSys-GEM, the evolution at all finite element (FE) nodes is identical. This was achieved by not 

applying special boundary conditions which suppress concentration gradients and transport in gas and 

liquid phase. 

The first FE node at the left-hand side boundary was selected to plot the temporal evolution of the pH 615 

value and porosity (Fig. 6). 

 

 

(a) pH value evolution 

 

(b) porosity evolution 

Figure 6: The temporal evolution of pH value (a) and porosity (b). 

The blue lines represent results generated by OpenGeoSys-MP-LT, while the red curves denote the 

OpenGeoSys-GEM results. The results demonstrate a very good agreement between the two codes. The 620 

fully reactive transport model shows additional variations in pH and porosity with time at around 800-
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1000 years. These variations are not covered by the look-up table, as they are related to increments in 

SiO2 which are smaller than the resolution of the look-up table (ΔSiO2 = 0.2 mol/l).  

Fig. 7 shows the evolution of the batch reaction system in terms of time-dependent mineral volumes 

calculated by the OpenGeoSys-GEM code. To highlight the minerals with active changes, calcite, 625 

quartz, inert phases and some part of C-S-H that make up 80 % of the volume are not shown in this 

figure. The cement phases are transformed in the same sequence as shown in Fig. 1. The use of the 

kinetic rates for aggregate dissolution relates the SiO2 amounts with a time scale. For this setup 

portlandite is dissolved after 85 years, hydrogarnet after 380 years, ettringite after 855 years, 

hydrotalcite after 1075 years and thermodynamic equilibrium is reached after about 1600 years. 630 
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Figure 7: Mineralogical evolution with time shown as volume fractions. The porosity corresponds to 1 (sum of solid 

volume fractions). Calcite, quartz, inert phases and some part of C-S-H that make up 80 % of the volume are not 

shown. 

• Case 2 (Carbonation only) 635 

The benchmark case 2 was designed to check applicability of the look-up table approach for the case of 

carbonation only. Fig. 8 shows spatial profiles for CO2 concentrations in the gas phase at different 

times. The pH and porosity profiles at the same times are shown in Fig. 9.  Agreement between both 

approaches is relatively good, although after 10 to 20 years the reactive transport approach predicts 

faster progress of the carbonation front compared to the look-up table approach. It should be noted that 640 

the progress of the carbonation front is dependent on the square root of time which is typical for 

reactive fronts driven by diffusive transport. 

The pH profiles show some overshooting by OpenGeoSys-GEM at the onset of the carbonation front 

which coincides with a stronger interim reduction of the porosity. The porosity reduction is caused by 

the interim formation of zeolite (chabazite), which occurs when portlandite dissolution is completed and 645 

ettringite is dissolved (Fig. 10). Chabazite, which is a hydrated calcium aluminum silicate, takes up 

considerable amounts of H2O from the pore water. Removal of H2O from the pore water increases the 

alkali concentrations and consequently pH. Due to the small stability field of chabazite, this effect is not 

covered by the look-up table and therefore not reproduced by OpenGeoSys-MP-LT. The mineralogical 

profile in Fig. 10 shows that most mineral transformations follow a step function, except for the 650 

dissolution of portlandite. Note that the direction of transport is from left to right, i.e. the completely 

degraded concrete is on the left and intact concrete is on the right side. The smoothed dissolution profile 
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indicates some effect of numerical diffusion related to the steep concentration gradients for CO2 in the 

gas phase and all solutes in liquid phase near the carbonation front. This numerical diffusion might be 

also responsible for the faster progress of the carbonation front as indicated by the OpenGeoSys-GEM 655 

results. 

 

Figure 8: Gaseous CO2 profiles at different times for benchmark case 2 and OpenGeoSys-GEM (black dashed lines) 

and OpenGeoSys-MP-LT (red solid lines). 

 660 
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Figure 9: Simulated pH and porosity profiles at different times in benchmark case 2 and OpenGeoSys-GEM (black 

dashed lines) and OpenGeoSys-MP-LT (red solid lines). 

 665 
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Figure 10: Mineralogical profile after 5 years of simulation time produced by OpenGeoSys-GEM. 

• Case 3a (fast carbonation and ASR) 

Case 3a compares the combined effect of carbonation and ASR over a relatively short distance, i.e. in 670 

this case concrete degradation due to carbonation is dominant. The system evolution is therefore 

expected to be very close to case 2. Comparison of the profiles for gaseous CO2 (Fig. 11), pH (Fig. 12) 

and porosity (Fig. 13) resemble the corresponding profiles of case 2 (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9) very much.  
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The advancement of the carbonation front is a little bit faster than the one predicted in case 2. Within 20 

years, ASR consumes already a portion of the portlandite which reduces slightly the amount of CO2 675 

necessary to complete carbonation. For the fully reactive transport model, after 1 m, the carbonation 

front has already passed the model boundary, and it is out of the view. Therefore, the front at time t = 

19.65 years is plotted for comparison with the look-up table approach. As previously mentioned in 

connection with case 2, the faster progress of the carbonation front can be explained by an enhanced 

numerical diffusion in the OpenGeoSys-GEM code. 680 

In the porosity profiles (Fig. 13) some oscillations are visible for the OGS-GEM results on the left side, 

i.e. behind (left of) the carbonation front. These oscillations are induced by numerical oscillations in the 

transport solver caused by strong temporal variations in the concentrations near the carbonation front. 

Concentration oscillations are smoothed at the expense of small mineralogical changes as the chemical 

solver enforces equilibrium between pore water composition and mineralogy. In the specific setup for 685 

concrete carbonation it is believed that the solid solution model for C-S-H phase reacts particularly 

sensitively to changes in the pore water composition. The concentration oscillations from the transport 

solver are not random. They occur at the same position relative to the carbonation front. The 

carbonation front moves slowly or even might stay at the same position over a long period of time, 

which causes an accumulation of mineralogical changes over many time steps. 690 
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Figure 11: Simulated gaseous CO2 concentration profiles at different times in benchmark case 3a. The right side of 

the simulation domain at 1 m is a closed boundary.  

 

Figure 12: Simulated pH profiles at different times in benchmark case 3a. The right side of the simulation domain at 695 

1 m is a closed boundary.  
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Figure 13: Simulated porosity profiles at different times in benchmark case 3a. The right side of the simulation 

domain at 1 m is a closed boundary.  

• Case 3b (carbonation and ASR) 700 

Case 3b extends case 3a to the full competition between carbonation and ASR. On the left side of the 

domain, at early times, carbonation dominates, whereas on the right side, ASR is the only process 

degrading the concrete. This case is a simple extension of case 3a in terms of a 10-times longer 

simulation domain. This was achieved by simply increasing the FE node distance 10-fold. As for case 

3a on the left side (x=0 m) the CO2 concentration in the gas phase was fixed, whereas the right side of 705 

the domain was closed, i.e. a no-flow boundary was applied on both the gas and liquid phase. As the 

progress of the diffusion-driven carbonation front follows a relationship which depends on the square 

root of time [16], it would take the carbonation front – in the absence of ASR – about 2000 years to 

reach the right boundary. This is 100 times longer than the time obtained in case 3a (~ 20 years). From 
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the calculations performed in connection with case 1 it is clear that the ASR is mostly completed within 710 

2000 years. 

Results of the calculations are given in terms of CO2 concentration in the gas phase (Fig. 14), pH 

profiles (Fig. 15) and porosity profiles (Fig. 16). In general, the same effects for case 3a can be 

observed in this case, while they are superimposed by the ASR. As a consistency check, the carbonation 

front progress after 10 years in the cases 3a and 3b is the same, although discretization and time step 715 

size were different. This shows that the difference between the look-up table approach and full reactive 

transport is also similar. In the cases 2 and 3a the carbonation front propagates slightly faster for 

reactive transport calculations than with the look-up table approach. In addition, variations of pH, 

mineral transformations and porosity near the carbonation front become stronger with time. With time, 

diffusive transport of solutes other than CO2 increasingly influences concrete carbonation. The effect of 720 

chemical gradients across the carbonation front becomes more important with time. Over time, CO2 

gradients and fluxes become smaller and the progress of the reaction front decelerates correspondingly. 

This behavior is described by the well-known square root relation (𝑥~�𝑡 ∙ 𝐷𝑠) [11] where 𝐷𝑠  is an 

apparent diffusion coefficient which includes the retardation due to chemical reactions. The slow-down 

of the front allows geochemical differences across the carbonation front to be equilibrated over longer 725 

time steps. The influence of chemical gradients other than CO2 (in gas and liquid phase) is not covered 

by the look-up table approach. ASR does not depend on continuum-scale spatial gradients in the look-

up table; it is implemented as an internal source term for SiO2. 

Interestingly, small differences in the progress of ASR are more evident from the porosity changes over 

time than pH evolution. The pH changes with time in a more stepwise way, whereas porosity oscillates 730 
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more strongly at intermediate pH values due to formation of intermediate phases (compare Sect. 3.2.1, 

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7). 

 

Figure 14: Gaseous CO2 concentration profiles at different times for benchmark case 3b. 

 735 

Figure 15: pH evolution profiles at different times for benchmark case 3b. 
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Figure 16: Porosity profiles at different times for benchmark case 3b. 

• Effects of the resolution of the look-up table 740 

In order to study how the different resolution of the look-up table affect the performance of the look-up 

table-based approach, we create a refined look-up table with a factor of ~16 higher resolution compared 

to the previous one, i.e. the entries in the look-up table is calculated from 0 to 4 mol with a step size of 

0.05 mol for SiO2 and CO2 instead of 0.2 mol. Therefore, the refined look-up table is composed of 6400 

sampling points. The newly created table is applied to simulate the benchmark case 3b. 745 
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Figure 17: pH profiles at different times for benchmark case 3b with a finer resolution look-up table. 

 750 

 
Figure 18: Porosity profiles at different times for benchmark case 3b with a finer resolution look-up table. 
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Fig. 17 and 18 depict the profile of pH and porosity at different times with the higher resolution look-up 

table. It can be clearly observed that by increasing the resolution of the look-up table, a significantly 

better match with the full reactive transport code OGS-GEM can be achieved.   755 

The accuracy of the look-up table significantly depends on the resolution of the sampling data of the 

tables. Therefore, refining the data grid in order to improve the accuracy of the interpolations in the 

look-up tables is efficient and yield sufficiently accurate interpolated data.  

 

• Computational efficiency 760 

Besides the accuracy of the simulation results, the computational efficiency of the look-up table 

approach is of major interest which can be a crucial point especially for large-scale problems. We 

summarize the computational time required by both codes to calculate 400 time steps of the benchmark 

case 3b in Table 6. All the computations are conducted on a workstation with two Xeon E5450 quad-

core CPU running Linux as the operating system. The two codes were compiled with GCC version 8.1.1 765 

with optimization –O3 for OpenGeoSys-MP-LT and –O2 for OpenGeoSys-GEM. From internal 

measurements of CPU time in OpenGeoSys-GEM we know that for this system about 95% of CPU time 

is spent for solving the chemical system at each FE node for each time step. OpenGeoSys-GEM uses 

multi-threading for parallel chemical calculations and can utilize the 8 hardware threads of the 

workstation. Sixteen threads are used in order to achieve better load balancing between the threads, as 770 

full chemical calculations might need very different calculation times. For this example, a speedup of ~ 

6.5 was observed for OpenGeoSys-GEM using 16 threads instead of 1 thread for chemical calculations. 
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 775 

 

 
Table 6: Computational times for calculation of 400 time steps of the case 3b benchmark case. Measured values are 
rounded to full seconds or two digits. 

 
Time 

Computational time[s] 

OpenGeoSys-GEM 

(16 threads for 
chemical 
calculations) 

OpenGeoSys-GEM 

(1 thread for chemical 
calculations) 

OGS-MP-LT 

(NO Parallelization) 

OGS-MP-LT 

(NO Parallelization, 

high resolution) 

real time 115 s  748 s 8.2 s 8.7 s 

CPU (user) 
time 

742 s 743 s 7.9 s 8.9 s 

system time 0.51 s 0.36 s 0.51 s 0.42 s 
 780 

 

Table 6 compares performance of the different codes measured in a simple way with the Linux “time” 

command. The “real time” is the elapsed time needed for execution of the benchmark, CPU time is the 

cumulated time on all CPU that the process spent in user mode, and the “system time” is the time that 

the process spent in kernel mode. One should note that the time needed to solve the transport 785 

calculations in the two codes is not directly comparable, as different transport equations are solved.  

The look-up table-based approach OGS-MP-LT with no parallelization leads to a factor of ~90 times 

speedup compared to the non- parallelized OpenGeoSys-GEM. While for the parallelized OpenGeoSys-

GEM with 16 threads, the speedup can be achieved by a factor of ~14. The speedup in terms of CPU 
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time is the essential value, as the faster execution of multi-threaded OpenmGeoSys-GEM can be only 790 

achieved on specific hardware utilizing more CPU resources. 

In order to gain some insight into the computation efficiency with different resolutions of the look-up 

table, we further include the computational time of the high-resolution look-up table in Table 6. It can 

be clearly observed that by increasing look-up table size up to a factor of ~16 times, the computational 

time is only increased by less than 10 %. Therefore, increasing the sampling points and using a high-795 

resolution table have only limited influence on the computation efficiency.  

 

4 Discussion 

From the benchmarking exercise, two main factors have been identified to cause differences between 

the look-up table approach and full reactive transport. 800 

1) The accuracy of the look-up table has very high sensitivity to the resolution of the sampling data in 

the table. The resolution of the look-up table used for the benchmarks does not cover all variations in 

porosity, pH or quartz dissolution rates in detail. This is obvious from the temporal evolution of pH and 

porosity associated with ASR as shown in Fig. 6. The accuracy of the look-up table approach can be 

improved by including interpolation points for maxima/minima of porosity/pH/rates and/or by covering 805 

regions with strong changes with a finer mesh of sampling data points. This is demonstrated in Fig. 17 

and 18. 

As previously mentioned, the look-up table approach does not cover the entire variability of the 

chemical system. Variability of the parameters below the sampling scale is smoothed out due to the 
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bilinear interpolation scheme. The absolute minimum porosity for carbonation might not be included in 810 

the look-up table as it is reached only for a very narrow intermediate stage of carbonation. 

The progress of the carbonation front is a direct function of the diffusive CO2 flux. From Fick’s law it is 

clear that for a given CO2 concentration gradient the flux is controlled by the effective CO2 (gas) 

diffusion coefficient. In our simplified setup effective diffusion coefficient is calculated as the product 

of porosity and pore diffusion coefficient. A mismatch in the porosity evolution upon concrete 815 

degradation should influence the diffusion of CO2 and might affect the progress of carbonation fronts. 

The interpretation of the porosity profiles in Fig. 9, Fig. 13 and Fig. 16 is not straightforward, as 

absolute porosity minima with time are not necessarily present within the plotted time steps. It seems 

that OpenGeoSys-GEM systematically calculates a slightly bigger intermediate porosity reduction. 

These values might be even smaller than those calculated with the look-up table as the diffusive 820 

transport of reactive species other than CO2 in the aqueous phase influences transformation of mineral 

phases. Nevertheless, lower porosity values should reduce diffusive fluxes and slow down the progress 

of the carbonation front. Note that the opposite was observed which shows that other processes have a 

bigger influence on the observed diffusive fluxes. 

2) Reactive transport calculations with OpenGeoSys-GEM are extremely sensitive to numerical 825 

oscillations in the solution of the transport equations. With the standard Galerkin FE methods, as used 

in OpenGeoSys, undershooting and overshooting of the solution are a common problem at reaction 

fronts with steep concentration gradients. Often numerical oscillations are quite strong and spread out 

into the whole calculation’s domain. 
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As the magnitude of these oscillations is different for each transport equation, the chemical system may 830 

become poorly defined, and the GEM algorithm fails to reach a solution. We observed this problem at 

nearly all nodes in several benchmark runs. There are some methods available in OpenGeoSys which 

enable to suppress the numerical oscillations. For example, for some systems a flux-corrected transport 

(FCT) method was successfully applied [49]. For the current benchmark calculations “mass lumping” 

was used. The drawback of this method, like FCT, is that it causes an additional diffusive flux 835 

(numerical diffusion) in the transport equations causing reaction fronts to proceed faster. 

It is shown from the above benchmark study that in both codes the time step size has to be small in 

order to properly approximate the progress of the carbonation front. Time step size Δt depends on the 

Neumann stability condition [74], which in turn depends on the spatial discretization Δx (FE node 

distance). With a very refined discretization, the time step size may become a computationally limiting 840 

factor.  

One way to overcome limitations in time step size for OpenGeoSys-MP-LT is to use source/sink terms 

derived from the look-up table in a fully implicit way instead of an operator-splitting approach to 

include the look-up table. The fully implicit method allows achieving improved numerical stability and 

enabling a larger time step size. This further allows an automatic time stepping regime to be included 845 

with time step size not limited by the Neumann stability condition, but rather by changes in the reaction 

rates (e.g. completion of carbonation at a node). 

The results of our study demonstrate that the use of a look-up table for concrete degradation is a good 

substitute for a chemical solver, for situations where chemical reactions happen locally and are either 

controlled by very slow reaction kinetics (quartz dissolution) or by external mass fluxes (CO2 transport). 850 
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By “locally” we mean that we can clearly separate time and length scales between chemical and 

transport processes. The look-up table approach assumes that the progress of reaction is driven by some 

external kinetic or transport process. There are observations (e.g. Thiery et al. 2007[16]) that highlight 

the importance of reaction kinetics for carbonation. They show that carbonation fronts are not step 

functions and that cement phases do not necessarily react in a sequential way (as it is typical for 855 

equilibrium reactions reactions). If transport processes (for CO2) are too fast compared to the kinetically 

controlled carbonation reactions (for different cement phases) the assumption of local equilibrium 

(chemistry) is not applicable. In situations where degradation process is heavily influenced by 

simultaneous reaction of several internally (kinetically) controlled reactions, the applicability of the 

look-up table is questionable. For example, it is neither possible to describe the exact shape of a 860 

carbonation front on small scale with the current look-up table approach, nor with a reactive transport 

model that does not include kinetic control of dissolution/precipitation of mineral phases. 

The local chemical reactivity might be also influenced by other external processes or averaged material 

properties. On sub-continuum or pore scale, ASR requires the transport of reactants between aggregate 

grains and cement phases. This actually means that there has to be a liquid phase in order to allow the 865 

dissolution of reactants and there needs to be a connected pathway. The extent of such connected 

pathways on pore scale is heavily dependent on the pore size distribution and on the saturation state. 

Typically, the connectivity of the liquid phase decreases with saturation, and below some threshold 

saturation only isolated pores are liquid-filled. This type of relation between saturation and sub-

continuum scale control of chemical reactivity can be expressed for example in form of a reactivity 870 

function, similar to the function used by Băzant and Najjar [75] for cement hydration. This approach is 
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already successfully employed by P. Thouvenot et al. [76] in reactive transport models for scaling the 

general chemical reactivity with saturation of concrete. It should be noted that it in principle would be 

required to introduce different reactivity functions for different processes (ASR or carbonation) and 

different mineral phases. 875 

 

5 Conclusions and outlook 

In this study, a new, coupled two-phase reactive transport model derived from the look-up table 

approach has been presented to simulate the long-term degradation of concrete due to ASR and 

carbonation. The proposed model is validated by the means of comparison with a full reactive transport 880 

model. In general, the proposed approach shows the same system evolution as the reactive transport 

models. Differences in the propagation speed of carbonation fronts are not necessarily related to the 

approach itself and can be attributed to numerical diffusion. 

In terms of calculation time, it was observed that the serial (not parallelized) version of OpenGeoSys-

MP-LT leads to a factor of ~14 faster than OpenGeoSys-GEM which employs 16 threads for chemical 885 

calculations. The approach presented in this study leads to a significant reduction in computational 

efforts, while maintaining numerical stability and good accuracy. 

The accuracy of the look-up table approach can be further improved by including interpolation points 

for maxima/minima of porosity/pH/rates and/or by covering regions with strong changes with a finer 

mesh of interpolation points. Depending on the way the look-up table is used in the multi-phase multi-890 

component transport codes this might cause problems. With OpenGeoSys-MP-LT the possibility was 
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tested to include the look-up table in terms of rates also for porosity changes. These rates (time 

derivative of porosity) may strongly vary between interpolation points which could cause convergence 

problems in case of the non-linear equation solver. For example, the variability of porosity very much 

depends on the choice and quality of thermodynamic data for clay and zeolite minerals. 895 

The look-up table approach can be applied to problems where the transport of CO2 – preferably in the 

gas phase – is much faster than the transport of other reactive solutes in the liquid phase. There are 

scenarios in the framework of radioactive waste disposal where macroscopic transport of dissolved 

silica might influence the long-term performance of the engineered system of a radioactive waste 

repository [see e.g. ,77]. These scenarios are related to skin formation and porosity clogging at 900 

clay/cement interfaces with a distinct dependency of clogging time on numerical discretization and 

kinetic parametrization [78]. Given the very small extent of the influenced volume and the complexity 

of porosity clogging [79], an approximation of the localized change of transport properties by time-

dependent functions seems more appropriate.  

Furthermore, the formation and transformations of zeolite and clay minerals at later stages of concrete 905 

degradation are kinetically controlled. Here, an additional multiplicative function for the accounting of a 

kinetic slowdown of reactivity needs to be introduced, similar to the function used by Băzant and Najjar 

[80] for cement hydration. 

As the future topic of the work, the improved computational efficiency of the chemical reaction part 

makes the proposed model particularly promising in further coupled with the geomechanical model in 910 

OpenGeoSys [81] for a multi-scale and multi-chemo-physics analysis of the evolution of the concrete. 
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Appendix 

A. Composition of CEM I 52.5 

Table A1: Composition of the cement used HTS CEM I 52.5 N according to Berner [82] and Lothenbach and Wieland [57]. 1210 

Chemical 

Analysis 

HTS 

(g/100 g) 

Normative 

composition 

HTS 

(g/100 g) 

CaO (65.7) 66.15 Alite 61 

SiO2 22.3 Belite 18 

Al2O3 2.7 Aluminate 3.9 

Fe2O3 1.9 Ferrite 5.8 

MgO 0.85 CaO (free) 0.45 

SrO 0.16 CaCO3 3.7 

BaO 0.002 MgCO3 n.d. 

K2O 0.22 gypsum 1.3 

Na2O1 (0.13) 0.19 hemihydrite 1.1 

Li2O2 (0.03) 0.0 anhydrite 1.5 

Rb2O2 (<0.001) 0.0 syngenite n.d. 

CaO (free)3 (0.45) 0.0 K2SO4 0.14 

CO2 1.6 Na2SO4 0.09 

SO3 2.2 K2O 0.14 

LOI4 1.728 Na2O 0.09 

  MgO 0.85 

  SrO 0.16 

  BaO 0.002 
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  SO3 0.01 

 

1 The amount of Na2O is increased from 0.13 % to 0.19 % in order to account for 0.03 % Li2O (10.04 mmol/g). 

2  Li and Rb is not considered in the calculations. 

3  Free lime is added to the reactive CaO. 

4  Loss of ignition is not specified and considered as inert material (= inert quartz) in the thermodynamic model. 1215 

 

B. Thermodynamic setup for calculations of cement degradation 

GEM-Selektor v.2-PSI: Thermodynamic data for the modelling project:  

 

P(bar)= 1  T= 25 (℃) = 298.15 (K)  RT= 2478.97  1220 

Water: Ro(g/cm3)= 0.997061  Eps= 78.2451  Visc= 0.000554753  

  

Table B1: Thermodynamic data for Dependent Components (Species)  

============================|=====|===========|=========|===========|====== 

Record Key  Name            |Flags|    gTP    |   gEx_  |   VTP     | label 1225 

============================|=====|===========|=========|===========|====== 

a   Al      Al(SO4)+         d + +    -1250429         0    -0.6019  

a   Al      Al(SO4)2-        d + +    -2006304         0     3.1112  

a   Al      Al+3             d + +     -483708         0    -4.5243  

a   Al      AlO+             d + +     -660420         0     0.0307  1230 

a   Al      AlO2-            d + +     -827479         0     0.9467  

a   Al      AlO2H@           d + +     -864277         0     1.3009  

a   Al      AlOH+2           d + +     -692595         0    -0.2728  
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a   AlSi    AlHSiO3+2        r + +    -1540546         0     0.0000  

a   Ba      Ba(CO3)@         d + +    -1104251         0    -1.1799  1235 

a   Ba      Ba(HCO3)+        d + +    -1153325         0     1.9172  

a   Ba      Ba(SO4)@         d + +    -1320652         0     0.8182  

a   Ba      Ba+2             d + +     -560782         0    -1.2901  

a   Ba      BaOH+            d + +     -721077         0     0.9159  

a   Ca      Ca(CO3)@         d + +    -1099176         0    -1.5648  1240 

a   Ca      Ca(HCO3)+        d + +    -1146041         0     1.3330  

a   Ca      Ca(SO4)@         d + +    -1310378         0     0.4701  

a   Ca      Ca+2             d + +     -552790         0    -1.8439  

a   Ca      CaOH+            d + +     -717024         0     0.5762  

a   CaSi    Ca(HSiO3)+       d + +    -1574238         0    -0.6737  1245 

a   CaSi    CaSiO3@          r + +    -1517557         0     0.0000  

a   Fe+2    Fe(CO3)@         d + +     -644487         0    -1.7228  

a   Fe+2    Fe(HCO3)+        d + +     -689860         0     0.8184  

a   Fe+2    Fe(HSO4)+        d + +     -853475         0     1.8806  

a   Fe+2    Fe(SO4)@         d + +     -848806         0     0.1672  1250 

a   Fe+2    Fe+2             d + +      -91504         0    -2.2640  

a   Fe+2    FeCl+            d + +     -223593         0     0.0846  

a   Fe+2    FeOH+            d + +     -274461         0    -1.6713  

a   Fe+3    Fe(HSO4)+2       d + +     -787148         0     0.2320  

a   Fe+3    Fe(SO4)+         d + +     -784705         0    -0.2635  1255 

a   Fe+3    Fe(SO4)2-        d + +    -1536813         0     3.0485  

a   Fe+3    Fe+3             d + +      -17185         0    -3.7790  

a   Fe+3    Fe2(OH)2+4       r + +     -491897         0     0.0000  

a   Fe+3    Fe3(OH)4+5       r + +     -964326         0     0.0000  

a   Fe+3    FeCl+2           d + +     -156923         0    -2.2857  1260 

a   Fe+3    FeCl2+           d + +     -291923         0     1.0272  

a   Fe+3    FeCl3@           d + +     -417505         0     3.5941  
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a   Fe+3    FeO+             d + +     -222004         0    -4.2021  

a   Fe+3    FeO2-            d + +     -368258         0     0.0452  

a   Fe+3    FeO2H@           d + +     -419858         0     0.7209  1265 

a   Fe+3    FeOH+2           d + +     -241868         0    -2.5341  

a   Fe+3Si  FeHSiO3+2        r + +    -1087151         0     0.0000  

a   K       K(SO4)-          d + +    -1031773         0     2.7464  

a   K       K+               d + +     -282462         0     0.9009  

a   K       KOH@             d + +     -437107         0     1.4965  1270 

a   Mg      Mg(CO3)@         d + +     -998975         0    -1.6776  

a   Mg      Mg(HCO3)+        d + +    -1047022         0     0.9343  

a   Mg      Mg+2             d + +     -453985         0    -2.2014  

a   Mg      MgOH+            d + +     -625868         0     0.1641  

a   Mg      MgSO4@           d + +    -1211972         0     0.1812  1275 

a   MgSi    Mg(HSiO3)+       d + +    -1477145         0    -1.0850  

a   MgSi    MgSiO3@          r + +    -1425030         0    -0.0002  

a   Na      Na(CO3)-         d + +     -797112         0    -0.0421  

a   Na      Na(HCO3)@        d + +     -847394         0     3.2318  

a   Na      Na(SO4)-         d + +    -1010336         0     1.8640  1280 

a   Na      Na+              d + +     -261881         0    -0.1208  

a   Na      NaOH@            d + +     -418124         0     0.3509  

a   Si      HSiO3-           d + +    -1014598         0     0.4526  

a   Si      Si4O10-4         r + +    -3600807         0    -0.0008  

a   Si      SiO2@            d + +     -833411         0     1.6063  1285 

a   Si      SiO3-2           r + +     -938510         0    -0.0002  

a   Sr      Sr(CO3)@         d + +    -1107830         0    -1.5228  

a   Sr      Sr(HCO3)+        d + +    -1157538         0     1.4082  

a   Sr      Sr(SO4)@         d + +    -1321366         0     0.5025  

a   Sr      Sr+2             d + +     -563836         0    -1.7758  1290 

a   Sr      SrOH+            d + +     -725159         0     0.7099  
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a   wC+4    CO2@             d + +     -386015         0     3.2807  

a   wC+4    CO3-2            d + +     -527982         0    -0.6058  

a   wC+4    HCO3-            d + +     -586940         0     2.4211  

a   wC-4    CH4@             d + +      -34354         0     3.7398  1295 

a   wCl+7   ClO4-            d + +       -8535         0     4.3904  

a   wCl-1   Cl-              d + +     -131290         0     1.7341  

a   wH0     H2@              d + +       17729         0     2.5264  

a   wO0     O2@              d + +       16446         0     3.0501  

a   wS+2    S2O3-2           d + +     -519989         0     2.7592  1300 

a   wS+4    HSO3-            d + +     -529098         0     3.2957  

a   wS+4    SO3-2            d + +     -487886         0    -0.4116  

a   wS+6    HSO4-            d + +     -755805         0     3.4841  

a   wS+6    SO4-2            d + +     -744459         0     1.2918  

a   wS-2    H2S@             d + +      -27930         0     3.4951  1305 

a   wS-2    HS-              d + +       11969         0     2.0210  

a   wS-2    S-2              r + +      120422         0     0.0000  

a   wX      OH-              d + +     -157270         0    -0.4708  

a   w_      H+               d + +           0         0     0.0000  

a   w_      H2O@             d + +     -237181         0     1.8068  1310 

g   C+4     CO2              d + +     -394393         0  2478.9712  

g   C-4     CH4              d + +      -50659         0  2478.9712  

g   H0      H2               d + +           0         0  2478.9712  

g   O0      O2               d + +           0         0  2478.9712  

g   S-2     H2S              d + +      -33752         0  2478.9712  1315 

s   CaAlSiOH C3AS0.84H4.3_05 d + +    -2682620         0     7.1246  1 

s   CaFeSiOH C3FS0.84H4.3_05 d + +    -2239950         0     7.4261  1 

s   CaSiOH  ECSH2-JenCa      r + +    -1570649         0     4.7477  2 

s   CaSiOH  ECSH2-TobCa      r + +    -1834325         0     5.7590  2 

s   KSiOH   ECSH2-KSH        r + +     -440835         0     2.9665  2 1320 
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s   NaSiOH  ECSH2-NaSH       r + +     -431229         0     2.4557  2 

s   SrSiOH  ECSH2-SrSH       r + +    -2021120         0     6.1810  2 

s   MgAlCOH Mg3AlC0.5OH      d + +    -4339850         0    11.4960  1 

s   MgFeCOH Mg3FeC0.5OH      d + +    -3882600         0    11.9040  1 

s   MgSiOH  M3S2H5           r + e    -4715611         0    14.8600  3 1325 

s   MgSiOH  M3S4H5           r + e    -6442367         0    18.9800  3 

s   AlOH    Gibbsite         d + +    -1150986         0     3.1956  

s   NaAlSiO Albite(low)      r + e    -3704514         0    10.0070  

s   FeAlSiOH Chamosite       r + e    -6499558         0    21.5880  4 

s   KAlSiOH Illite(Mg)       r + e    -5501960         0    14.0070  4 1330 

s   NaAlSiOH Analcime        r + e    -3082123         0     9.7090  4 

s   CaAlSiOH Chabazite       r + e    -7159841         0    25.1160  4 

s   NaAlSiOHClinoptiloliteNa r + e    -6256557         0    21.4780  4 

s   AlSiOH  Kaolinite        r + e    -3783140         0     9.9340  4 

s   CaAlSiOH Laumontite      r + e    -6684590         0    20.7530  4 1335 

s   NaAlSiOH Montmor-MgNa    r + e    -5309924         0    13.3980  4 

s   CaAlSiOH Mordenite       r + e    -6165480         0    20.9800  4 

s   NaAlSiOH Natrolite       r + e    -5304184         0    16.9200  4 

s   CaAlSiOH Phillipsite_Ca  r + e    -4432975      5708    15.1150  4 

s   KAlSiOH Phillipsite_K    r + e    -4452053      5708    14.8970  4 1340 

s   NaAlSiOH Phillipsite_Na  r + e    -4423354      5708    14.9690  4 

s   CaAlSiOH Scolecite       r + e    -5585717         0    17.2300  4 

s   BaCO    Witherite        r + +    -1137635         0     4.4080  

s   BaSO    Brt              d + +    -1362152         0     5.2100  

s   CaSiO   C2S              d + +    -2193211         0     5.1790  1345 

s   CaAlO   C3A              d + +    -3382346         0     8.9217  

s   CaSiO   C3S              d + +    -2784326         0     7.3180  

s   CaAlFeO C4AF             d + +    -4786496         0    13.0202  

s   CaAlOH  C2AH7.5          d + +    -4695538         0    17.9710  
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s   CaAlOH  C3AH6            d + +    -5008155         0    14.9702  1350 

s   CaAlOH  C4AH13           d + +    -7324269         0    27.3980  

s   CaAlOH  C4AH19           d + +    -8749936         0    37.0872  

s   CaAlOH  CAH10            d + +    -4622959         0    19.3985  

s   CaAlOsH Monosulphate     d + +    -7778504         0    30.9030  

s   CaAlOSH Straetlingite    d + +    -5705148         0    21.6110  1355 

s   CaAlOcH Hemicarbonate    d + +    -7335973         0    28.4515  

s   CaAlOcH Monocarbonate    d + +    -7337459         0    26.1958  

s   CaClH10 C4AClH10         d + +    -6810900         0    27.2300  

s   CaClSO4HC4AsClH12        d + +    -7533398         0    28.8600  

s   CaAlOsH Ettringite       d + +   -15205936         0    70.7030  1360 

s   CaCO    Calcite          d + +    -1129176         0     3.6934  

s   CaFeOcH Fe-hemicarbonate d + +    -5952868         0    27.3393  

s   CaFeOcH Femonocarbonate  d + +    -6674009         0    29.1666  

s   CaMgCO  Dolomite (ord)   d + +    -2160289         0     6.4340  

s   CaOH    Portlandite      d + +     -897013         0     3.3060  1365 

s   CaSO    Gypsum           d + +    -1797763         0     7.4690  

s   FeCO    Siderite         d + +     -681647         0     2.9378  

s   FeO     Hydro-magnetite  r + +    -1468946         0    11.6180  5 

s   FeO     Magnetite        d + +    -1017412         0     4.4524  

s   FeOH    FeOOH_mic        d + +     -480136         0     3.4306  1370 

s   FeS     Pyrite           d + +     -173165         0     2.3940  

s   CaKSOH  Syngenite        d + +    -2884913         0    12.7540  

s   MgAlOH  Hydrotalcite     d + +    -6394560         0    22.0200  

s   MgCO    Magnesite        d + +    -1029275         0     2.8020  

s   MgO     Periclase        r + +     -567931         0     1.1246  1375 

s   MgOH    Brucite          d + +     -832227         0     2.4630  

s   SiO     Inert_Qtz        d + +     -854793         0     2.2688  6 

s   SiO     Quartz           d + +     -854793         0     2.2688  7 
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s   SiO     Amorphous silica d + +     -848903         0     2.9000  8 

s   SrCO    Strotianite      d + +    -1144735         0     3.9010  1380 

s   SrSO    Celestite        d + +    -1346150         0     4.6250  

============================|=====|===========|=========|===========  

Molar Gibbs energies are in J/mol, volumes in J/bar (0.1 cm3/mol). 

Flags: first column - data source (d-DComp, r-ReacDC);  

second column - on/off in the current system definition; 1385 

third column - within (+) or out of (e) the source TP intervals.  

  

------  

 

Labels: 1390 

1: The two components define an ideal solid solution phase. 

2: The components form an ideal solid solution phase for C-S-H with alkali uptake according to 

Lothenbach et al. [83]. 

3: The two components form an ideal solid solution for M-S-H according to Nied et al. [84]. 

4: The clay and zeolite phases in this setup are imported from Thermoddem DB [58]. 1395 

5: Definition of hydro-magnetite according to Berner et al. [85] 

6: This phase represents an inert mineral phase with the properties identical to quartz. 

7: This (kinetically controlled) phase is used to represent the quartz aggregate. 

8: Amorphous silica is in some realizations used to allow for precipitation of SiO2 (see text). 
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